
What is MODO 901?

MODO 901 represents the most significant update to MODO so far, letting you tackle challenging projects 
like never before. From modeling and texturing, to animation and rendering, MODO 901 delivers powerful 
new creative tools and productivity-enhancing workflows that impact your entire content creation process.

What are the new features?

At ship, which will happen at the end of May, MODO 901 will deliver more than 100 new features.
Rather than making you wait until then, we wanted to provide you with a sneak peek at just a few of the 
exciting new features in MODO 901, which include:

• Better Booleans in every box, with MeshFusion now included
• New progressive texture baking 
• A host of new and improved tools for everyday modeling tasks
• Better ways of working with both regular and UDIM multi-tiled UVs
• Layered multi-resolution sculpting
• Choice of individual or floating licensing included in base price for new seats
• 

How much will MODO 901 be?

New seats: $1,799
Individual upgrades: $495
Floating upgrades: $695

So there’s a price increase?

Yes. We will increase the price on new seats.

Why is there an increase in the price for new seats?

As we mentioned, 901 is a massive update to MODO, with more than 100 new features, chosen based on 
high-priority customer requests. The price, which continues to be one of the market’s most competitive for a 
3D solution, reflects the power and capability included in this new release.

In addition to the new functionality, we’ve included the award-winning MeshFusion (a $395 value) as part of 
the package. What’s more, when you buy a new seat, you can now choose between individual and floating 
licensing at no extra cost.

Is there an opportunity to purchase now at current prices?

Yes. You can purchase a new seat of MODO 801 now (at 801 prices), and automatically get upgraded to 
901 when it ships.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS



If I’m on an earlier version of MODO, can I upgrade directly to 901? 

Current users on MODO 701 and earlier can upgrade to MODO 801 and automatically get upgraded to 901 
when it ships.

How do I purchase MODO?

MODO is available online at http://www.thefoundry.co.uk/products/modo/buy/.

When will the pricing changes take effect?

The new pricing will take effect on or shortly after the commercial availability of MODO 901.

When will MODO 901 be commercially available?

We expect to have MODO 901 in your hands by late May.

What happens if I want to remain on 701/801?  
Can I still purchase  MeshFusion separately?

Yes, MeshFusion will continue to be made available separately for MODO 701 and 
MODO 801 users.

What if I just bought MeshFusion?

We are not offering refunds on previous purchases of MeshFusion.  

Does this affect Production or Creation Collectives Pricing?

The pricing for Production and Creation Collectives will stay the same.

Does this affect the MODO Extended Bundle pricing?

Yes. You will now similarly have one price for either a new individual license or floating license. Contact us 
directly for more information on the MODO Extended Bundle and pricing at sales@thefoundry.co.uk.

Will all the current kits and plug-ins will work with 901? 

We work very closely with our third party plug-in and kit providers to ensure as many as possible are 
available at the time of release. The full list of kits and plug-ins that work with MODO 901 will be available 
shortly thereafter. 


